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Comparative Politics
2017

with an unparalleled amount of empirical material this is the most comprehensive
introduction to comparative politics written by the leading experts in the field

The Europeanization of Politics
2015-09-09

this book offers a broadly comparative historical and quantitative analysis of electorates and
party systems in western and central eastern europe since the nineteenth century

Comparative Politics:
2009-11-18

are you doing research on political parties and party systems do you need to know what
published sources exist the parties and party sytems cd rom is a unique bibliographic
database of titles published globally on european parties and party systems since 1945 it
contains references to over 11 500 books journal articles and chapters in edited volumes with
each entry cross coded by a number of key searchable fields the result is both a powerful
retrieval tool for students and researchers and an invaluable work of quantitative analysis of
the discipline from a comparative and evolutionary perspective system requirements 486
processor or above win

Parties and Party Systems
1998-08-24

questo manuale che raccoglie i contributi di alcuni fra i più eminenti studiosi della scienza
della politica a livello internazionale offre un introduzione solida e aggiornata alla disciplina il
volume discute i principali metodi e teorie della scienza politica e analizza le istituzioni gli
attori i processi e le politiche che caratterizzano i vari sistemi politici nazionali abbracciando
un gran numero di paesi la qualità dei contenuti e l estensione dell analisi mettono a
disposizione degli studenti uno strumento prezioso per avviarsi allo studio dei fenomeni
politici in una prospettiva di ampio respiro la nuova edizione ampiamente rivista e integrata
da quattro capitoli disponibili online tiene conto degli aggiornamenti apportati all edizione
originale

Scienza politica - II edizione
2020-04-23T00:00:00+02:00

utilizing a systematic broad approach introduction to the comparative method with boolean
algebra gives readers the logical foundations of comparison with guided applications and is
the ultimate comparative method text covering each of the current and most important issues
in the field author daniele caramani discusses the elements of scientific research including
mill s methods boolean algebra classification and typologization and necessary and sufficient
conditions and how these apply to concrete research in the social sciences this text is
indispensable for upper level undergraduate and graduate students as well as researchers
interested in methodology behavioral and social sciences history and logic book jacket

Introduction to the Comparative Method With Boolean
Algebra
2009

比較政治学は 世界各国の政治を理論的に分析する政治学の一分野である 本書では 比較政治学における主要なテーマ 国家建設 民主化 政治制度 福祉国家など を幅広くカバー
し 各テーマにおける基礎的概念 中心的な検討課題 そして最新の理論までを紹介する
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比較政治学
2014-09-30

publisher description

The Nationalization of Politics
2004-03-29

the book analyses the transnational alpine region where historical social and geo economic
specificities have led to a distinctive type of democracy and identity differentialist identities
multi level consociational accommodation and corporatist intermediation are typical features
of this region s consensual politics and the process of european integration adds further to
this complexity these forms of consensual politics are challenged today by large and
persistent populist parties that express strong anti elitist sentiments local identities and euro
sceptic attitudes the book examines the defensive reaction of populist parties to the
perceived threats of open borders multi culturalism and cheap labour and elite negotiations
at all levels of governance protest attitudes translate into alternative views of european
integration favouring proposals for an anti assimilationist and labour protective fortress as
well as a religiously based europe of the people the book considers the possibility of a
potential cleavage in the incipient european party system through alliances of losers of
integration cutting across the left right alignment and overlapping with ethno linguistic
centre periphery religious and rural urban factors that survived in the alpine region more
than elsewhere an empirical analysis by a group of international experts focuses on the
alpine areas of austria france germany italy slovenia and switzerland in which parties like fpÖ
csu lega nord and schweizerische volkspartei have recently become crucial actors

Elections in Western Europe since 1815
2000

this book represents the first comprehensive study of how technocracy currently challenges
representative democracy and asks how technocratic politics undermines democratic
legitimacy how strong is its challenge to democratic institutions the book offers a solid theory
and conceptualization of technocratic politics and the technocratic challenge is analyzed
empirically at all levels of the national and supra national institutions and actors such as
cabinets parties the eu independent bodies central banks and direct democratic campaigns in
a comparative and policy perspective it takes an in depth analysis addressing elitism
meritocracy de politicization efficiency neutrality reliance on science and distrust toward
party politics and ideologies and their impact when pitched against democratic
responsiveness accountability citizens input and pluralist competition in the current crisis of
democracy this book assesses the effects of the technocratic critique against representative
institutions which are perceived to be unable to deal with complex and global problems it
analyzes demands for competent and responsible policy making in combination with the
simultaneous populist resistance to experts the book will be of key interest to scholars and
students of comparative politics political theory policy analysis multi level governance as well
as practitioners working in bureaucracies media think tanks and policy making

Challenges to Consensual Politics
2005

なぜ政治は信用されないのか いま多くの人々は 自分の言葉が政治に届いていないと感じている 階層や社会集団が崩れた現在 政党が社会を代表することはますます難しくなっ
ているからだ 民主主義を担保するのは 選挙によって代表を送り込む 信任 と政治への監視 否定 審判という 不信 の二元性である デモや集会 sns そしてメディアの機能な
ど 代表制を補完し 支える 松葉杖 としての対抗民主主義を歴史的に論じた画期的著作

The Technocratic Challenge to Democracy
2020-03-09

at a time when political representation can be said to be facing its ultimate crisis this crucial
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work clarifies the terms of the debate providing an up to date analysis of the main conceptual
and institutional controversies that have arisen surrounding this topic written by leading
scholars in the field contributions focus on how representation is conceptualised and its
relation to democracy

カウンター・デモクラシー
2017-03-28

with unparalleled empirical material this is the most comprehensive introduction to
comparative politics written by the leading experts in the field who bring together a diverse
and informed international perspective on comparative politics five new authors join the team
for the fifth edition bringing fresh ideas and insights to the comparative analysis the book
provides the new edition has been brought fully up to date with coverage of brexit trump and
the resurgence of populism and a greater focus on developing countries through a reworked
chapter 15 on regions and ethnicity furthermore the chapter on political culture includes
more in depth coverage of gender and representation in the era of the metoo movement
importantly issues around migration and how different countries respond are explored in
chapter 24 on globalization an unrivalled amount of empirical material in the text and in the
supporting online resources illustrates key similarities and differences of political systems in
practice the wealth of empirical data also encourages students to go beyond the what of
comparison to the how combining cutting edge treatment of theories and truly global
geographical coverage this exciting textbook is essential reading for all comparative politics
students

Research Handbook on Political Representation
2020-12-25

this handbook presents chapters that explore the causes and consequences of politics within
economic history using social scientific theory and methods the first section summarizes the
state of the field and provides an overview of the data and techniques typically used by hpe
scholars subsequent chapters survey major hpe research areas in political economy political
science and economics as well as the long run economic political and social consequences of
historical political economy

Comparative Politics
2020

考え方 を身につける

The Oxford Handbook of Historical Political Economy
2024

dealing with the central themes and issues of the subject this text outlines the different
theoretical approaches of the global political economy as well as engaging key contemporary
debates such as worldwide trade and production

比較政治学の考え方
2016-03

the introduction of elections to district advisory bodies during the early 1980s was expected
to improve the public delivery of services however as time passed electoral politics led to
party politics elite fragmentation and political struggles politicization and hyper politicization
in the hong kong special administrative region has brought about a fluctuating pattern
between administrative recentralization the tsang administration s attempts at
decentralization and the post 2019 administrative recentralization the purpose of this book is
to study the intertwining relationship between district administration and electoral politics it
also examines the political transformation of district councils after the promulgation of the
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national security law in late june 2020 written by experts in the field this book is a good
reference source for readers interested in district elections politics and administration in
hong kong

Global Political Economy
2014

this book is the first intersectionality mainstreamed textbook written for introductory political
science courses

The Politics of District Elections and Administration in
Hong Kong
2023-04-06

contains references to over 11 500 titles authored monographs edited volumes and journal
articles relating to the political parties of europe since 1945

political science is for everybody
2021

what are the conceptual and methodological challenges facing comparative politics today this
informative book discusses four main challenges that create stress for disciplinary
reproduction and advancement while providing potential solutions in seven chapters the
contributors cover the most pressing issues the dissolution of the nation state as the main
objective of inquiry the increasing complexity of concepts and methods the capacity to
accumulate knowledge and the tensions between parsimonious and contextually rich
explanations scholars and students of comparative politics international relations and
political science will be interested in the up to date overview of pertinent conceptual
problems as well as the possible ways forward practitioners and decision makers will find the
real world examples provided in this book useful to their work

Parties and Party Systems
1998

hungary was once a frontrunner of democratization however since viktor orbán came to
power in 2010 the country has been the subject of critical media coverage and concerns due
to illiberal policies and anti eu rhetoric the book helps to analyze and evaluate the
developments by providing relevant case knowledge it provides sound insights into hungary s
system of government society parties and media as well as selected policy areas it focuses on
how different policy areas have been influenced by the eu traces important lines of
development over the past decades and compares the findings with other states of the region
the authors professional expertise and broad knowledge of the political systems of hungary
and europe provide a well founded analysis of the developments in the region

Comparative Politics
2015-11-27

世界に幽霊が出る 終焉論という幽霊が 理性と進歩という 大きな物語 の崩壊 グローバル化とメディアの奔流 政治も漂流し その終焉が語られる 運命の 鉄の檻 に身を委ねる
か ペシミズムを超える思想はどこにあるか

Politics and Society in Hungary
2022-12-15

to many international experts politicians and commentators denmark stands out as an ideal
society with a well functioning welfare state low levels of corruption and a high degree of
social and political stability like other countries however denmark faces challenges brought
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on by overall social changes particularly the challenges of maintaining a prosperous economy
and the growing number of immigrants from different ethnic and religious backgrounds have
left their mark on danish society over the past 50 years but how have danish voters reacted
to these challenges in order to understand the foundation of the danish ideal the authors
analyze voter behavior from the early 1970s until 2019 the danish voter investigates a series
of interesting questions concerning voters reactions to the two macrosocial challenges and
how these reactions impact the foundations for the ideal the individual chapters consider how
the challenges have weakened the traditional class cleavage while giving rise to new
divisions based on gender and education they also show how electoral polarization on
economic redistribution has remained strong even in spite of depolarization in the parties
positions on this dimension on cultural issues like immigration however the challenge of
diversity has resulted in a dramatic increase in polarization among both parties and voters by
investigating the drivers of political trust the authors show how voters respond to enacted
policies the danish voter holds important insights for readers interested in the politics of
western europe where countries face similar challenges indeed due to an electoral system
open to new influences the danish case is an important test case for theories about political
development of contemporary western societies publisher s website

政治が終わるとき?
2002-06

this book provides a comprehensive overview over the models of contemporary democracy its
social cultural economic and political prerequisites empirically existing varieties and the two
major challenges globalization and mediatization confronting established democracies today
as the boundaries of the national political communities increasingly dissolve democracy as we
know it is put into question similarly as the role of the media in politics increases the way
established democracies function is being transformed the book covers the transformation of
established democracies democracy s global expansion into new countries as well as its
spread into supranational polities such as the european union it confronts head on democracy
s constantly changing nature its diversity of institutions and practices its repeated need to
respond to exogenous challenges and most importantly its perpetually unsatisfactory quest to
make real existing democracy conform better to potentially ideal democracy

The Danish Voter
2021-04-26

tajikistan is a key state in central asia and will become crucial to the rhélène thibault is
assistant professor in political science at nazarbayev university in kazakhstan since 2016
prior to that she had been a postdoctoral researcher at the chair for the study of religious
pluralism and the center for international studies at the université de montréal apart from
research activities she also took part in multiple election observation missions with the
organization for security and cooperation in europe osce in ukraine egional power balance as
it transitions away from soviet government systems and responds to the rise of chinese
financial power alongside the continuing presence of russian military might this book
demonstrates how soviet structures in tajikistan have been transformed into state structures
and how national identities are formed helene thibault focuses on the differences between
secular nationhood in tajikistan and an increasingly popular and influential born again
muslim identity featuring extensive and original primary source material including 12 months
of ethnographic fieldwork thibault demonstrates the profound and lasting influence of soviet
power structures and attitudes and how secular and religious identities clash when building a
new state in the region

Democracy in the Age of Globalization and
Mediatization
2013-01-11

this book arises out of a specially commissioned issue of west european politics marking the
journal s 30th anniversary it examines the profound changes in the european political
landscape over the last three decades including the fall of communism progressive european
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integration territorial restructuring public sector reforms at european national regional and
local levels changes in democratic participation protest elections political communication
political parties and party competition and challenges to the welfare state the book also
discusses how political science has responded to these changes in terms of its substantive
focus concepts methods and theories many of the 17 contributions included identify
important challenges for the future including those stemming from eu integration the
reduced electoral accountability of politicians the problematic legitimation of party
government and the sharpening of the edges of the state contributors include k a anderson f
c castles c crouch m egeberg m ferrera h goetz l hooghe e m immergut r f inglehart m
keating h d klingemann h kriesi m lodge j lovenduski p mair g marks y mény l morlino h
obinger v a schmidt p c schmitter and g smith this book was published as a special issue of
west european politics

Transforming Tajikistan
2018-01-31

this book presents a comprehensive and incisive exploration of the intricacies of the italian
political system written in a lucid and informative style the work features an examination of
italian political history from 1943 to the present day an analysis of the governmental system
the constitutional framework the core institutions the electoral system and the key parties an
analysis of the role of contemporary pressure groups and social movements including
environmental labour and institutional organisations discussions of important topical issues
such as corruption and organised crime an exploration of italian foreign policy towards the eu
the us and the wider world a wide range of examples tables and figures italian politics
exploring the dynamics of political change is an indispensable resource for students and
scholars delving into italian politics italian studies european politics studies political systems
and comparative politics

European Politics
2013-09-13

what do beppe grillo silvio berlusconi emmanuel macron and also donald trump have in
common they are prime examples of the personalization of politics and the decline of political
parties this volume systematically examines these two prominent developments in
contemporary democratic politics and the relationship between them it presents a cross
national comparative comparison that covers around 50 years in 26 democracies through the
use of more than 20 indicators it offers the most comprehensive comparative cross national
estimation of the variance in the levels and patterns of party change and political
personalization among countries to date using existing works as well injecting fresh cross
national comparative data in the case of party change it offers an analysis that extends
beyond the dichotomous debate of party decline versus party adaptation in the matter of
political personalization the emphasis on variance helps in bridging between the high
theoretical expectations and disappointing empirical findings as for the theoretically sound
linkage between the two phenomena not only is this the first study to comprise a
comprehensive cross national examination but it also proposes a more nuanced
understanding of this relationship comparative politics is a series for researchers teachers
and students of political science that deals with contemporary government and politics global
in scope books in the series are characterised by a stress on comparative analysis and strong
methodological rigour the series is published in association with the european consortium for
political research for more information visit ecprnet eu the series is edited by emilie van
haute professor of political science université libre de bruxelles ferdinand müller rommel
director of the center for the study of democracy leuphana university and susan scarrow john
and rebecca moores professor of political science university of houston

Italian Politics
2023-12-22

a critical analysis of influential theories on identity politics and recognition in the global
south which proposes new policy solutions
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From Party Politics to Personalized Politics?
2018-06-21

this comprehensive and comparative book makes clear what party families are and in doing
so helps categorise and make sense of parties in different countries it describes the ideology
of the families in western europe as well as classifying political parties accordingly
furthermore the book examines who the party families supporters are in terms of their social
background and political values what role do class education and religion play in the 21st
century finally the book provides a discussion of the degree to which the concept of party
families is still meaningful in the 21st century and how it needs to be studied comparatively
and comprehensively is party family still valid as a conceptual device to classify and compare
parties across countries in western europe this text will be of key interest to scholars
students and practitioners working in the field of political behaviour political parties and
party politics policy studies and more broadly comparative and european politics

Recognition Politics
2022-12-31

principles of comparative politics offers a comprehensive and up to date view of the rich
world of comparative inquiry research and scholarship

Party Families in Western Europe
2023-07-21

this insightful advanced introduction provides a comprehensive overview of the organisation
regulation and structure of political parties today richard s katz discusses the essential role
that political parties play in modern democracies with politics taking place within and among
parties analysing the significant diversity found between political parties katz illustrates the
profound impact that the legal definition and organisation of parties can have on a
democratic system

Principles of Comparative Politics
2012-03-23

this open access book is the product of three years of academic research that has been
carried out in the eu funded jean monnet network on post truth politics nationalism and the
delegitimation of european integration since 2019 drawing on the multidisciplinary expertise
of the network s members the book explores the impact of the phenomenon of post truth
politics on european integration and the european union it places particular emphasis on how
post truth politics has played out in the public sphere and asks what impact the phenomenon
has had on public deliberation but reflects also on its implications for democracy in a wider
sense this book is primarily written for audiences with an interest in politics and policy
making including academics policy makers and civil society actors thanks to its accessible
style the book should however also be an asset to wider audiences

Advanced Introduction to Party Politics
2023-08-14

since the treaty of the european union was ratified in 1993 the european union has become
an important factor in an ever increasing number of regimes of pooled sovereignty this
handbook seeks to present a valuable guide to this new and unique system in the twenty first
century allowing readers to obtain a better understanding of the emerging multilevel
european governance system that links national polities to europe and the global community
adopting a pan european approach this handbook brings together the work of leading
international academics to cover a wide range of topics such as the historical and theoretical
background the political systems and institutions of both the eu and its individual member
nations political parties and party systems political elites civil society and social movements
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in european politics the political economy of europe public administration and policy making
external policies of the eu this is an invaluable and comprehensive resource for students
scholars researchers and practitioners of the european union european politics and
comparative politics

Europe in the Age of Post-Truth Politics
2022-11-10

adapted from the groundbreaking bestseller principles of comparative politics third edition
foundations of comparative politics presents a scientific approach to the rich world of
comparative inquiry research and scholarship providing you a guide to cross national
comparison and why it matters this condensed more accessible format introduces you to the
key questions in comparative politics using brief insights from tools such as decision social
choice and game theory to help you understand clearly why some explanations for political
phenomena are stronger than others foundations concentrates on describing the core
features of regimes and institutions and on analyzing how these fundamental attributes drive
variation in the economic and political outcomes we care about most this approach more
closely replicates what comparative scholars do constructing and testing theories on political
phenomena over basic memorization of country specific facts to explain rather than describe
illustrated with current examples that show the application of theory you will gain invaluable
real world skills in critical thinking and empirical analysis that you will carry with you long
after the course is over

Precolonial Legacies in Postcolonial Politics
2022-10-31

the death of the ruler poses a significant threat to the stability of any polity arranging for a
peaceful and orderly succession has been a formidable challenge in most historical societies
and it continues to be a test that modern authoritarian regimes regularly face and often fail
drawing on a unique dataset of the life and fates of monarchs in all major monarchies in
medieval and early modern europe the politics of succession documents how succession have
historically been moments of violence and insecurity deaths of rulers were often associated
with civil war and the shadow cast by looming successions caused coups and depositions but
this book also shows that the development and spread of primogeniture the eldest son taking
the throne mitigated the problem of succession in europe in the period after ad 1000 the
predictability and stability that followed from a clear hereditary principle outweighed the
problems of incompetent and irrational rulers sometimes inheriting power the data used in
the book demonstrates that primogeniture reduced the risk of depositions and civil war
following the inevitable deaths of leaders in this way hereditary monarchy helped create
political stability and lengthen the time horizons of rulers and elites alike thereby facilitating
state building the book thus sheds light on the rationale of a system of leader selection that
today often appears illogical and outdated and it uses these findings to shed light on the key
advantage of modern representative democracy its ability to complete power transfers
peacefully

Routledge Handbook of European Politics
2014-12-17

ellermann examines the development of immigration policies in four democracies from the
postwar era to the present

Foundations of Comparative Politics
2018-08-31

explores the political impacts of ethnic diversity and the growth of the middle class in urban
africa
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The Politics of Succession
2022-07-20

The Comparative Politics of Immigration
2021-03-11

Electoral Politics and Africa's Urban Transition
2019-02-28
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